B series forum

Dodge has used the B series name on two different vehicles, a pickup truck and a van. The
B-series pickup trucks were sold from to They replaced the prewar Dodge truck and were
replaced by the Dodge C series in The B-series trucks came in several different variants. It also
came in several other variants such as the B1-T and B1-V which were semi-truck cabs and vans,
respectively. A woodie version, the "Suburban", was also available from outside companies.
The B-series trucks featured a high-visibility "pilot-house" cab with optional rear quarter
windows. The redesigned cab could seat three people, with 2. The cab was mounted on rubber
mounts for an improved ride. The cargo box space was increased over previous models and
overload springs made optional on all variants to increase hauling capacity. In , more new
features were added as the 3-speed manual shift lever was relocated to the steering column
instead of on the floor. A fluid drive standard transmission, with 3 or 4 speeds, became an
available option. The longer 7. New longer rear fenders were added, which would continue to be
used by Dodge through The B series also includes full-sized vans made by the Dodge division
of Chrysler Corporation from as early models through During that time, they were originally
numbered B, B, and B; the numbers were later upped by 50 B, etc. There was also a Kary Van
extended height model. The cargo and passenger vans used the same frame and powerplants
both 6- and V8 engines , but the passenger vans had seats for up to 15 passengers on the
extended length, long-wheelbase Maxivans , dual air-conditioning systems in later years , and
large windows on both sides. The passenger vans are today commonly used by military,
commuters, church groups, scouts, urban camping, and some corporations. A sliding door was
made optional in ; that same year, the original stamped aluminum grille was also replaced with a
molded plastic part. A one-piece rear door and hard-service interior were made optional in For
many years, Dodge was the sales leader for vans, including conversions for tradespeople,
ambulances, school buses, and campers, working with numerous upfitters to provide
alternatives for customers. However, in , the RV market crashed, and Dodge stopped making RV
chassis; their van sales also dropped roughly in half. After that, upgrades to the "B-vans" came
more slowly, especially as the vans' utility was in some ways duplicated by the company's own
popular Plymouth Voyager and Dodge Caravan minivans. In , rear wheel antilock brakes were
made optional, along with a heavy-duty four-speed automatic transmission. In , the V6 and 5. In
the same year, compressed natural gas 5. The 5. Numerous changes to the drivetrain, body, and
suspension were made after , as Dodge tried to make the vans more competitive, leading to a
fairly sizeable redesign in , which added numerous features, made the vans more driveable and
safer, and added power to the 5. More, and also substantial, changes were made for the model
year, but little was changed from then until the final vans. The Pillette Road plant in Windsor,
Ontario which made the vans was closed down and later demolished. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Redirected from Dodge B Series. This article needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. See also: Dodge Ram Van. A marque
of Stellantis. Journey Nitro Raider Ramcharger. Category:Dodge vehicles. Categories : Dodge
vehicles Pickup trucks Rear-wheel-drive vehicles Cars introduced in s cars. Hidden categories:
Articles needing additional references from March All articles needing additional references
Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata Commons category link from
Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Dodge B series, with a C-series grille. Dodge Chrysler. Full-size pickup truck. Dodge T-, V-,
W-Series. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Dodge B Series. The OS and data disks are
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